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Abstract

With the development of wearable device and augmented

reality (AR), the human device interaction in egocentric vi-

sion, especially the hand gesture based interaction, has at-

tracted lots of attention among computer vision researchers.

In this paper, we build a new dataset named EgoGesture and

propose a heatmap-based solution for fingertip detection.

Firstly, we discuss the dataset collection detail and as well

the comprehensive analysis of this dataset, which shows

that the dataset covers substantial data samples in vari-

ous environments and dynamic hand shapes. Furthermore,

we propose a heatmap-based FCN (Fully Convolution Net-

work) named YOLSE (You Only Look what You Should See)

for fingertip detection in the egocentric vision from single

RGB image. The fingermap is the proposed new probabilis-

tic representation for the multiple fingertip detection, which

not only shows the location of fingertip but also indicates

whether the fingertip is visible. Comparing with state-of-

the-art fingertip detection algorithms, our framework per-

forms the best with limited dependence on the hand detec-

tion result. In our experiments, we achieve the fingertip de-

tection error at about 3.69 pixels in 640px × 480px video

frame and the average forward time of the YOLSE is about

15.15 ms.

1. Introduction

Recently, the egocentric hand based interaction, is at-

tracting more and more attention because of the rapid de-

velopment of the smart wearable devices with camera, such

as Google Glass, Microsoft HoloLens and so on. It is nat-

ural and easy to use our fingertips to interact in both real

world and virtual immersive environment. The location of

fingertips and their trajectories play important roles in var-

ious HCI applications because they can represent various

of interactive instructions, for example, pointing, selecting

and pressing. Since this reason, we focus on the fast and

accurate fingertip detection from single RGB image in the

egocentric vision.

Despite impressive improvements of the Convolution

Neural Networks (CNN) based object detection [11, 18, 19],

it is still a difficult task to detect multiple fingertips from

single RGB images because of complex background, illu-

mination changes, low resolution, fast hand-finger move-

ments, small fingertip size, etc. Additionally, the fingertip

is comparably small with limited distinguishable features.

Both RGB and depth data are usually used to estimate the

3D hand pose. However, the portable commercial RGB-

D camera provides noisy depth data in the indoor environ-

ment and the computational load limits its applications on

the real-time interaction. Recently, a two-stage Faster R-

CNN [19] based single fingertip detection method [8] has

been proposed and an egocentric input system is also pre-

sented. This method can only detect one fingertip of a spe-

cial gesture and the detection accuracy can be influenced by

the hand detection performance.

In this paper, we establish an egocentric dataset called

EgoGesture including 16 hand gestures 59,111 frames with

hand and fingertip labeled. With detailed analysis and com-

parison, we believe that our dataset is of diversity and valu-

able as a benchmark dataset for the fingertip and hand re-

lated research in the egocentric vision. We further propose

a heatmap-based fully convolutional network (FCN), named

YOLSE (You Only Look what You Should See), for a vari-

ous number of fingertips detection from single RGB image.

In specific, we propose the fingermap as the probabilistic

representation of multiple fingertip detection result, which

contains the information about both the fingertip location

and visibility. In our experiments, the proposed YOLSE

reaches the best fingertip detection results comparing with

state-of-the-art algorithms. The average multiple fingertip

detection error is 3.69 pixels and real-time performance is

about 66 frames per second.

2. Related work

We will review related work from three perspec-

tives: pose estimation, fingertip detection and hand-related
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Figure 1. Some representative samples of each gesture.

datasets. Since human body and hand are both articulated

non-rigid tree-like structures and the human pose estima-

tion mainly uses RGB images, we include those methods

into discussion.

Pose estimation. The CNN-based human pose estima-

tion methods have produced nice results and tested on MPII

Human Pose benchmark dataset. Two main strategies have

been proposed in this field: direct regression and heatmap

regression. Toshev et al. [26] proposed a CNN to directly

locate the 2D Cartesian coordinates of body joints from

color image input. Because of low accuracy caused by the

flexible body motion, self-occlusion and weak model ex-

pansibility, researchers propose to use the heatmap regres-

sion approaches to statistically determine the joint position,

like in Tomas et al. [16] and Chu et al. [4]. Inspired by the

heatmap regression approach, we employ the similar statis-

tical map to represent the fingertip detection result. In terms

of the hand pose estimation, most methods aim at recover-

ing all the joint positions using depth data [10, 14, 21, 23]

or multi-view inputs [6]. Several deep learning based meth-

ods have achieved promising results by proposing the multi-

resolution image pyramid CNN [25], error feedback loop

CNN [15], and hierarchical tree-like structured CNN [13].

For the natural interaction purpose, the commercial depth

camera is not suitable due to noisy data and high compu-

tational cost. Our research purpose is to locate the finger-

tip from single RGB images for the interaction, not the full

hand structure.

Fingertip detection. Fingertip detection has long been

an attractive task in computer vision and HCI. A method to

detect fingertip by using skin filters and image cropping is

proposed in [17]. Kang et al. [9] detects fingertip by apply-

ing skin color segmentation and contour extraction. How-

ever, these approaches based on skin color usually fail in

complex environments and skin-like background. More re-

cent work turn towards the CNN-based approach. [12] pro-

poses a cascaded CNN pipeline for fingertip detection by

applying attention-based hand detection firstly. In [8], a

two-stage Faster R-CNN based hand detection and dual-

target fingertip detection framework is proposed and they

design an air writing system for the egocentric vision. Nev-

ertheless, their approach only detects one fingertip in only

one gesture, which is difficult to expand. Also the detection

accuracy can still be improved for the real world applica-

tion because their hand detection accuracy has direct and

important impact on the fingertip detection.

Related datasets. There are some datasets for hand

pose estimation collecting RGB-D images with depth sen-

sor [20, 24, 25, 28], however, these datasets are not de-

signed for egocentric vision. Georgia Tech Egocentric Vi-

sion Repository [1] provides a list of datasets on the ego-

centric vision for the egocentric action recognition, object

detection, video summarization, handled object segmenta-

tion and so on. However, there is no dataset for fingertip

detection and hand gesture interaction in the list of datasets.

In [5], a first-person hand action benchmark dataset with

RGB-D videos and 3D hand pose annotations is presented

to recognize first-person hand actions interacting with 3D

objects. A RGB-D dataset with fingertip labeled is estab-

lished in [22] but regrettably designed for third-person per-

spective. The latest related dataset, called EgoFinger [8],

contains egocentric RGB videos of pointing gesture in dif-

ferent scenarios but it only has one specific gesture. We

believe our dataset is diverse and representative as a bench-

mark dataset for the fingertip and hand related research in

the egocentric vision.

3. Dataset: EgoGesture

To recognize various hand gestures and detect corre-

sponding fingertips in egocentric vision using the deep

learning method, we need large representative training

dataset. So we establish a dataset called EgoGesture1, con-

taining egocentric view based RGB images of various ges-

tures and we manually label the data set by providing the

position of the hand, fingertip and some key joints of every

gesture. We analyze EgoGesture dataset attributes to show

its diversity.

1The EgoGesture dataset can be downloaded from http://www.hcii-

lab.net/data/
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(a) An indoor scene and an outdoor scene (b) Two outdoor scene

Figure 2. Color distribution of different scenes.

The dataset contains 59,111 RGB images in the egocen-

tric vision with 16 different hand gestures (11 single hand

gestures and 5 double hand gestures) . We collected the

data under different complex backgrounds and illumination

conditions. Figure 1 shows some representative samples of

each gesture from the dataset.

3.1. Dataset details

Considering the rationality and diversity of the EgoGes-

ture dataset, we collected the data under the following con-

ditions: complex backgrounds, illumination change, dif-

ferent user hands and directions, skin-like backgrounds,

etc. Furthermore, to meet the requirements of interacting

with the device naturally and simply, we design 16 com-

mon hand gestures, 11 gestures with single hand: Sin-

gleOne (3374 frames), SingleTwo (3763 frames), Sin-

gleThree (3768 frames), SingleFour (3767 frames), Sin-

gleFive (3755 frames), SingleSix (3757 frames), Single-

Seven (3773 frames), SingleEight (3380 frames), Single-

Nine (3769 frames), SinleBad (3761 frames) and Single-

Good (3769 frames); 5 gestures with both hands: Pair-

Six (3681 frames), PairSeven (3707 frames), PairEight

(3653 frames), PairNine (3653 frames) and PairTen (3536

frames). We collected samples with not only single hand

but also both hands because we believe that the two hands

situation will be more and more common as the single hand

situation with the development of the wearable camera. To

make the dataset fully cover various situations, we collect

the dataset in 7 different scenes, which contain 4 outdoor

scenes and 3 indoor scenes.

After that, we manually label the location of the hand

bounding box and label the fingertips and joints if the finger

is visible. Additionally, we label not only visible fingertips

but the relevant finger joints for we believe the joints can

help the CNN to learn physical constraint of finger. We

have released our dataset and we hope that our dataset can

be helpful for the hand detection and fingertips detection

and other hand related research in egocentric vision.

3.2. Dataset analysis

We compare the color distribution of an indoor scene

and two outdoor scenes to demonstrate background and il-

lumination conditions. We select one representative indoor

scene and two representative outdoor scenes to calculate the

RGB histogram. Figure 2(a) shows that the RGB histogram

of an indoor scene is very different from that of an outdoor

scene, Figure 2(b) shows that even in two outdoor scenes,

the RGB histogram is obviously distinguishable from an-

others. Since the RGB histogram is the description of back-

ground and illumination conditions, we can draw a conclu-

sion that the background of the EgoGesture dataset is com-

plex and various.

(a) Single hand gesture (b) Both hand gesture

Figure 3. Distribution of hand location.

According to human eye-tracking studies, gaze fixations

are biased toward the center of natural scene stimuli (Center

Bias [2, 27]) and it is a well-known fact that when humans

take pictures they often frame the objects of interest near

the center of the image, which called Center prior [3, 7].

To evaluate the Center Bias or Center Prior of the EgoGes-

ture dataset, we analyze the distribution of hand location

by calculating a 2D distribution matrix. Figure 3 is the 2D
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Figure 4. The hand detection result (green) and the input of

YOLSE (red).

distribution matrix, which shows the distribution of hand lo-

cation. We can see that no matter single hand gesture or bi-

manual gesture, the hand locates in the vision center, which

proves that our dataset has the property named Center Bias

or Center Prior.

Because of camera parameters, the hand shape variation

or the distance between hand and camera, hands in video

sequences are deformable. To analyze the scale of hands

in vision, we calculate the ratio of the bounding box are to

the frame size as the description of the hand scale. Among

the single hand gesture, the scale of SingleFive is obviously

bigger than the scale of SingleOne, which is cognitive while

the scale of the bimanual gestures is about 25%.

It is shown that the EgoGesture dataset covers substan-

tial data samples in various environments and dynamic hand

shapes with the in-depth analysis on background, illumina-

tion conditions, hand location distribution and hand scale.

We hope that our dataset can be beneficial for the hand de-

tection and fingertips detection and other hand related re-

search in egocentric vision.

4. YOLSE for multiple fingertip detection

The target of fingertip detection from single RGB im-

ages is to find the location of fingertips, which is similar

to that of human pose estimation since the human pose es-

timation task is to find the location of body joints. [16]

trained a HeatmapFusionNet to regress heatmaps of seven

body joint positions instead of regressing the joint (x, y)

positions directly. However, the number of body joints is

fixed while the number of visible fingertips is different in

different egocentric gestures. In addition, although directly

regressing the coordinate of fingertip can work on the sin-

gle gesture [8, 12], it turns out to be difficult to work in

multi-gesture fingertip detection. The major reason is that

different gestures have different number of visible finger-

tips but the output number is fixed in the previous designed

network. In other words, they have to train more than one

model if they want to detect fingertips from different ges-

tures. What’s worse, given an image without a hand, the

network still output the coordinate in spite of the fact that

there is no fingertip in the input image.

Since the above reasons, we proposed a heatmap-based

FCN (Fully Convolution Network) named YOLSE (You

Only Look what You Should See) to detect the multiple var-

ious number of fingertips from a RGB image and creatively

proposed the fingermap to represent the most likely loca-

tion and the appearance of the fingertip. Given the detected

hand area, instead of directly regressing the fingertip coordi-

nates, our network estimates the likelihood of each fingertip

for each pixel and represents it as five individual channels

of the output image (the last layer of network), called fin-

germap. Getting the output fingermaps, we find the location

of maximum pixel value as the location of fingertip since

the location of the maximum pixel value is where the fin-

gertip most likely to locate in. We next discuss the YOLSE

in detail.

4.1. YOLSE Input

The two-stage pipeline fingertip detection algorithms de-

tect the fingertip by firstly detecting the hand area and take

the area as the input of the fingertip detector in the second

stage. Without appropriate process, the hand detection ac-

curacy may have direct and important impact on the finger-

tip detection.

Figure 5. The fingermaps of gesture SingleTwo, SingleFour and

SingleFive.

In this paper, we focus on the fingertip detection, to re-

duce the dependence on the hand detector. The input images

of YOLSE are pre-processed as a 300 * 300 fix-sized square

(bigger than the largest bounding box) centered on the hand

bounding box (groundtruth or detected one). Subsequently,

the area is cropped and resized to a 128 * 128 fixed size im-

age as the input of our YOLSE network instead of directly

cropping the bounding box as input. As Figure 4 shows, the

green bounding box represents the bad hand detection result

and the area within the 300 * 300 red square is the input area

of the YOLSE. In this way, we can reduce the bad influence
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Figure 6. The architecture of YOLSE net and our fingertip detection framework.

on the fingertip detection that comes from bad hand detec-

tion result.

4.2. YOLSE fingermap

Inspired by human pose estimation, we use 2D proba-

bilistic distribution to represent the possibility of fingertip

location. Each fingertip has one corresponding detection es-

timation map, referred as fingermap. There is big difference

here. In human pose estimation, the number of heatmaps

is fixed, which is equal to the number of body joints. In

our fingertip detection task, the number of visible finger-

tips is different in different gestures. To apply heatmap re-

gression approach in fingertip detection on multi-gesture,

we improve the heatmap to fit in fingertip detection by the

following approach we propose so that we do not need to

train multiple models for multiple gestures. In this paper,

the output of the network is designed to be an image with

five channels, which also called fingermaps. From the first

to the fifth channel, they separately represent the fingermap

of fingertip of thumb, index, middle, ring and pinkie. Ex-

cept for placing a 2-dimension Gaussian with fixed variance

(We set the variance to 1.5 in our experiment.) at the finger-

tip position, we set 0 as every pixel value of a fingermap

if the relevant finger is invisible. For example, the thumb

of the gesture SingleFour is invisible so that the fingermap

of thumb is visually black for every pixel value is 0, which

means the probability of every pixel in this fingermap to be

thumb is 0. Figure 5 shows the fingermaps of gesture Sin-

gleTwo, SingleFour and SingleFive. In this way, the net-

work can concentrate on the fingermap whose relevant fin-

gertip is visible during training like human eyes do (thats

why we called the network YOLSE). Getting an output fin-

germap, we find the location of the maximum pixel value

and see whether the maximum is larger than a threshold P,

which represents the minimal probability of being a finger-

tip. If the maximal pixel value is larger than P, we regard

the position as the location of the fingertip. On the contrary,

there is no fingertip detected if all pixel values are smaller

than P.

4.3. YOLSE network

The HeatmapFusionNet [16] can be trained to detect fin-

gertips but its computational load is fairly high and the de-

tection error is comparable large. For the interaction pur-

pose, the network speed has direct and important impact.

Due to the deep network architecture and the large amount

of big kernels, HeatmapFusionNet cannot meet the real-

time requirement for real-time fingertip detection.

In consideration of both real-time performance and de-

tection performance, we design a fully convolution network

with less and smaller kernels to regress fingermaps of fin-

gertip, as shown in Figure 6. To reduce the computational

cost, we firstly set 128 * 128 as the input size of the pro-

posed YOLSE and then we decrease the number of kernels
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Method
Gesture

SinleOne SingleTwo SingleThree SingleFour SingleFive

GT-F [8] 7.12 7.08 7.08 7.43 7.62

FRCNN-F [8] 9.58 8.19 8.03 8.97 8.47

FRCNN-F End2End 6.53 7.11 7.60 6.90 7.78

GT-YOLSE 3.68 2.90 2.94 3.48 3.25

FRCNN-YOLSE 4.13 3.17 2.75 3.33 3.21

Table 1. The fingertip error (px) of YOLSE and direct regression approaches.

and reduce the kernel size. Since we found that 32 * 32

worked worse and the network was difficult to converge

when set the size as 128 * 128, we use a deconvolution layer

to keep the output size of last convolution layer is 64 * 64.

In addition, because less and smaller kernels may lead to the

decrease of fingertip detection performance, we concatenate

the deconvolution layer and Conv7 layer to combine the low

level features and high level features so that the network

can ensure the nice performance in detecting the multiple

various number of fingertips from a RGB image. Figure 6

shows the architecture of YOLSE net as well as the frame-

work of our work. The output size of last convolution layer

is 64 * 64 * 5, which represents the 5 fingermaps of an input

image.

5. Experiments

5.1. Data augmentation

To reduce the risk of overfitting, data augmentation ap-

proaches are applied in our experiments. For the reason that

we collect the single hand gestures with only right hand, we

firstly mirror the image to generate left-hand samples for

single hand gestures and mirror samples for bimanual ges-

ture. Then we randomly sample one tenth of each gesture

as the test set (We will release the image list for training the

YOLSE). During training, we randomly change the bright-

ness of images to simulate illumination changes and then

randomly crop and rotate the image with a random angle

within a specific range.

5.2. Fingertip detection

Considering fingertips as the objects to be detected, we

have implemented the related detection algorithms for our

fingertip problem, such as SSD [11] and Faster-RCNN (FR-

CNN) [19]. These algorithms all failed in detecting finger-

tips because fingertips are too small with variable numbers.

Hence we propose YOLSE with high detection rate as well

as weakening the dependence of fingertip detector on the

hand detector.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed YOLSE

net, we select five gestures (SingleOne to SingleFive) as the

training data. We believe these five gestures cover enough

various situations of fingertip number to demonstrate the al-

gorithm capability. What we focus on is fingertip detection

in this paper, so we assume the hand location is initially

detected by any hand detection algorithms.During training,

we optimize the network using Adam algorithm and we re-

spectively set the batch size, learning rate, weight decay and

momentum to 32, 0.1e-4, 0.0005 and 0.95.

Compare with direct regression approach. To com-

pare with the algorithms that regress the coordinates of fin-

gertip directly, we choose three different algorithms: GT-

F, FRCNN-F and FRCNN-F End2End. The GT-F and

FRCNN-F are two-stage frameworks, which firstly locate

the hand area; the FRCNN-F End2End is an end-to-end

framework to detect the hand and regress the coordinate of

fingertip at the same time. However, all these algorithms

locate the fingertips by directly regressing the coordinates

of fingertips, they have to train five times for the five ges-

tures since different gestures have different number of visi-

ble fingertips but the output number is fixed in the previous

designed network. To have a fair comparison, we separately

train the YOLSE with five gestures and compare the fin-

gertip errorthe average euclidean distance between the pre-

dicted fingertips and the ground truth fingertips using two

different hand detection results (manually labeled ground

truth GT and FRCNN). As shown in Table 1, our YOLSE

achieves the best performance comparing with some state-

of-art fingertips detection algorithm.

According to [8], the result of fingertip detection relies

on the hand detection accuracy because they crop the hand

area by the detected hand bounding box and take it as the

second stage input of their framework. The fact that the

performance of FRCNN-F is worse than the GT-F in Ta-

ble 1 also verifies the conclusion. To weaken the depen-

dence of fingertip detector on the hand detector, in this pa-

per, the source images are pre-processed with a 300 * 300

fix-sized square (bigger than bounding box) centered on the

hand bounding box (GT or detected). Then we crop the

hand area with the square and resize it to a 128 * 128 fixed

size image as the input of the proposed YOLSE instead of
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Threshold

(P)
Method

Precision

(%)

Recall

(%)

Error

(px)

Forward

Time (ms)

0.2
GT-HeatmapFushionNet [16] 99.09 99.26 4.02 42.05

GT-YOLSE 97.98 98.16 3.94 15.15

0.5
GT-HeatmapFushionNet [16] 99.74 98.37 3.91 42.05

GT-YOLSE 99.32 96.73 3.69 15.15

Table 2. The comparison of YOLSE and heatmap-based approach.

directly cropping the hand area with the bounding box. The

result (Table 1) not only shows that our heatmap-based fin-

gertip detection framework achieves the best performance,

but also testifies that our fingertip detector does not rely

on the hand detection result since the performance of GT-

YOLSE and FRCNN-YOLSE is comparable.

Compare with heatmap-based approach. We use the

groundtruth bounding box to crop the hand area by applying

the approach shown in Section 4.1. We trained our YOLSE

net to compare the performance with the HeatmapFushion-

Net [16] and the comparison is shown in Table 2. The result

shows that the fingertip detection performance of YOLSE

is better than HeatmapFushionNet and achieve a promis-

ing fingertip detection error at about 3.69 pixels when the

threshold P is 0.5. The precision and recall (When caculat-

ing the precision and recall, we consider the fingertip error

which is larger than 15 pixels as wrong detection result.)

decline a little because of less kernel number, smaller ker-

nels size and the simpler network architecture. In addition,

we compare the real-time performance between Heatmap-

FushionNet and YOLSE by calculating the average forward

time on Nvidia GTX980 Ti with 6 GB memory. The av-

erage forward time of HeatmapFushionNet is about 42.05

ms while that of our YOLSE is about 15.15 ms. It shows

that the YOLSE can meet the real-time requirement in the

two-stage pipeline fingertip detection framework more.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on detecting variable number

of visible fingertips in the egocentric video for further in-

teraction. Firstly, we collect a large-scale dataset named

EgoGesture, which contains 16 different hand gestures with

manually labeled hand, fingertip and some key joints. The

analysis of the dataset shows that our dataset is of diver-

sity and representative for the fingertip and hand gesture re-

lated research in the egocentric vision. Then we design a

novel fingermap-based FCN structure called YOLSE (You

Only Look what You Should See) for fingertip detection

from single RGB images. Given the detected hand region,

our approach achieves the best performance comparing with

some state-of-the-art fingertip detection algorithms. In our

proposed frame, the error of hand detection has limited in-

fluence on the final fingertip detection result. According to

our experiments, the fingertip detection error is 3.68 pix-

els in the 640 * 480 image and the average forward time is

about 15.15 ms. In the future, we will include more gestures

in our data set and develop some interaction applications.
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